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LABEL OF THE YEAR: Naive
CONCERTO : HMC902105 Beethoven, Berg/Isabelle Faust, Orchestra Mozart, Claudio Abbado  

BAROQUE INSTRUMENTAL: HMC902113/14 Bach Overtures/Freiburg Barockorchester
DVD DOCUMENTARY: Owsley Brown 811063011090 Music Makes a City, Louisville DVD

ORCHESTRAL: ONYX4061 Martinu Symphonies/BBCSO, Jiri Belohlavek

GRAMOPHONE CHOICE AWARDS ISSUE
Orfeo C849121A  Stravinsky / Honegger / Martin Violin Concertos
Baiba Skride, BBC NOW/Thierry Fischer 

NOVEMBER BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE
RECORDING OF THE MONTH
HMC902121 Schubert String Quartets/Cuarteto Casals

OPERA CHOICE
Orfeo C848121A Puccini Suor Angelica 
Kristine Opolais, WDR Sinfonieorchester Koln/Andris Nelsons
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Stile Antico

Passion & Resurrection
Music inspired by Holy Week
Stile Antico

Texts inspired by the dramatic events of Holy Week and Easter, set to music by some of the greatest Renaissance
composers are the basis of this new hybrid SACD from Stile Antico. Included are two settings of the poem 'Woefully
arrayed': the first by William Cornysh, the second composed for Stile Antico in 2009 by John McCabe (b. 1939). This is
its first recording and Stile's first foray into contemporary music.
Stile Antico is the benchmark ensemble of young British singers, working without a director and conducting much of their
own artistic research for their programmes and concise, yet entertaining booklet notes.  Much in demand in concert, the
group performs regularly throughout Europe and North America. Their recordings on harmonia mundi have enjoyed great
success, winning awards, including the 2009 Early Music Gramophone Award for Song of Songs. 
Their performances have repeatedly been praised for their vitality and commitment, expressive lucidity and imaginative
response to text. Stile Antico’s recent engagements include débuts at the BBC Proms, London’s Wigmore and Cadogan
Halls, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, early music festivals in Boston, Bruges, Barcelona and Utrecht, and at the
Cervantino Festival in Mexico. The group has toured extensively with Sting, appearing across Europe, Australia and the
Far East as part of his Dowland project 'Songs from the Labyrinth', and is regularly invited to lead courses at Dartington
International Summer School. 

“What a sound: perfectly blended, carefully balanced, its sonorities reaching back effortlessly to conjure up a vanished
age of devotion” The Observer

•	Christmas issue BBC Music Magazine: 'Music to my Ears' feature
•	In Tune: November / December 2012 

CONCERTS: 
17th Nov    Tonbridge
20th Dec    Wigmore Hall 
26th March Wigmore Hall
30th May    Wigmore Hall [Byrd 5-part]
 
ADVERTISED IN CLASSICAL MUSIC PRESS
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Kristian Bezuidenhout [fortepiano: Paul
McNulty, Divisov, Czech Republic, 2009, after
Anton Walter & Sohn, Vienna, 1805]
Freiburger Barockorchester / Petra Müllejans

MOZART: Piano Concertos No. 17 K453, & No. 22 K482
Rondo in A major K386
Kristian Bezuidenhout
Freiburger Barockorchester

"Early on in the planning of these sessions, we decided that the microphone placement would be very different from
traditional set-ups. After much experimentation, we opted for a layout very much like theatre in the round, with the
keyboard in the very centre, winds in a line facing the solo instrument, and the strings as a sort of envelope all around
and behind the piano. Crucially, it brings the winds – such operatic characters in Mozart’s Viennese concertos – very
much to the fore of the sonic picture; it also encourages a much more natural and vivid interplay between the piano and
the wind band. It has meant that the kind of keyboard-dominated sound one sometimes encounters, has been replaced
by what E. T. A. Hoffmann described as a symphony with piano obbligato – the piano, playing both solo and continuo,
darts in and out of the lush orchestral texture; at times, incredibly prominent, at other moments, purely accompanimental.
Mozart’s sensational gifts as an improviser are well known by now, and indeed there are frequent places in the piano part
where embellishment is an obligatory element of the stylistic grammar. Our feeling was that this spirit of spontaneity
should extend to the orchestra as well. One will notice that the solo wind instruments depart from the text on numerous
occasions; these ornaments were partly pre-planned, partly refined and revised by the wonderful wind principals of the
FBO. After all, Mozart was writing for some of the most gifted and wellrespected wind soloists of the time, and although it
is hard to prove, I find it difficult to imagine that he would have frowned on his collaborators’ natural tendency to introduce
subtle embellishments." Kristian Bezuidenhout

Kristian Bezuidenhout's next release on harmonia mundi USA will be Volume 4 of his solo Mozart project which has
received unanimously good, sometimes great, reviews, including IRR Outstanding, Gramophone Recommends, CD
Review Disc of the Week and a BBC Music Magazine Choice.

"Any inbuilt resistance to hearing Mozart on a fortepiano rather than a concert grand piano quickly evaporates as the ear
begins to relist the piquant colours and subtle nuances that Bezuidenhout produces.  By the end of this marvellous disc
you might feel that this is the only way to hear Mozart’s solo keyboard music." Jeremy Nicholas, Editor’s Choice, Classic
FM Magazine, February 2011 *****

CONCERTS:
11TH October Bedford
17th December Wigmore Hall [Mozart]
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Tokyo String Quartet
Jon Nakamatsu [piano]
Jon Manasse [clarinet]

BRAHMS: Quintets Opp. 34 & 115

Tokyo String Quartet

The Tokyo String Quartet is joined by pianist jon Nakamatsu and clarinetist Jon Manasse in these Brahms masterpieces
dating from two very different periods in his life: the tumultuous Piano Quintet, Op.34 - the work of an ambitious young
man - and the Clarinet Quintet Op.115, an autumnal serenade by an experienced master. The journey between these
two milestones was one marked by criticism, soul searching and ultimate triumph.
This is the penultimate recording from the Tokyos. Next May will see their Dvorak and Smetana offering, also on hybrid
SACD.

"As players come and go, the sound and style of a string quartet inevitably change. That has happened to the Tokyo
String Quartet as much as any, but it is impressive how little the quality of the playing has wavered, as their Wigmore Hall
appearance on Monday showed.
...It was with Brahms's Piano Quintet, though, that the Tokyo players came into their own... by the halfway mark these
players were scorching the earth behind them as a rich-toned Andante led on to a blistering Scherzo and a finale of
powerful momentum" Richard Fairman, The Financial Times
 
“the ensemble has retained its refined sound and impeccable standards.”
David Denton, The Strad, December 2011
 
 - BBC MUSIC feature
 - STRAD feature 
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Bernarda Fink [mezzo-soprano]
Anthony Spiri [piano]

Canciones españolas

Bernarda Fink

DE FALLA: Siete canciones populares españolas, Trois mélodies, El pan de Ronda que sabe a verdad, 
Tus ojillos negros 
RODRIGO: Tres canciones españolas, Cuatro canciones sefardíes, Coplas del pastor enamorado, Canción del cucú,
Fino cristal, Cuatro madrigales amatorios
GRANADOS: Tonadillas en estilo antiguo 

Written between 1902 and 1965, the canciones recorded here faithfully reflect both the evolution of Spanish art song in
the 20th century and the attachment of its composers to France. Manuel de Falla’s famous Seven Spanish Folksongs are
placed here alongside elegant little gems like the Three Spanish Songs and Four Sephardic Songs of Joaquín Rodrigo.
From the enchantments of Andalusia to the laments of León, this disc invites you on a journey through a Spain of
dreams.
Born in Buenos Aires to Slovenian parents, Bernarda Fink studied at the Instituto Superior de Arte del Teatro Colón. She
was recently heard in Mahler’s 'Resurrection' Symphony with the Berlin Philharmonic under the direction of Simon Rattle,
works by Bach with Harnoncourt at the Vienna Musikverein and Mahler’s 'Kindertotenlieder' with the Nash Ensemble at
the Wigmore Hall. She gives song recitals in the principal European and American musical centres and her recordings
are regularly acclaimed by the international press.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC901892 Canciones argentinas 

Choral & Song Choice, BBC Music Magazine
Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week
*****, Classic FM Magazine
Radio 3 Disc of the Week

“these songs burst with gorgeous, heartbreaking melodies…I can feel CD-of-the-year mode coming on.”
Robert Maycock, Choral & Song Choice, BBC Music Magazine, May 2006

“Bernarda Fink’s burnished mezzo tears at your heart in these ravishing Argentine melodies…An arresting, original and
beautiful collection.” Helen Wallace, Saga Magazine, July 2006
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Brigitte Peyré [soprano]
Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain
Daniel Kawka

DENISOV: Au plus haut des cieux
Chamber Symphonies 1 & 2, 5 Romances of Anna Akhmatova
Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain
Daniel Kawka

Edison Denisov (1929-1996) studied with Shebalin at the Moscow Conservatory, where he later taught instrumentation
and, from 1990, composition. He spent the winter of 1990–1 at the electronic studio of IRCAM in Paris, on the invitation
of Pierre Boulez. After a car accident in 1994 he spent much of the end of his life in Paris, where he died in 1996. With
Schnittke and Gubaidulina he was among the leading figures in post-Stalinist Russian music, drawing on contemporary
techniques from serial to electronic. 
This CD presents works from his late period, among them 'Au plus haut des cieux' – a setting of texts by Georges
Bataille – which is emblematic of these compositions. The deeply spiritual music recorded here echoes words to be
found in Denisov’s personal  otebooks: ‘Before the face of the Night, I am alone and powerless.’

Denisov left two symphonies for full orchestra and two chamber symphonies, in addition to a number of concertos, the
last two for flute, harp and orchestra and for flute, clarinet and orchestra respectively. His chamber music includes duo
sonatas, trios, string quartets and quintets, in addition to a variety of music for other ensembles, and for solo piano [much
of it recorded for Bis].
The Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain is an instrumental ensemble with a nucleus of 19 musicians which can expand
to orchestral dimensions as necessary. It was founded in 1992 by its current music director Daniel Kawka.
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Riccardo Novaro [Orlando]
Romina Basso [Alcina]
Gaëlle Arquez [Bradamante]
Roberta Mameli [Astolfo]
Delphine Galou [Medoro]
David DQ Lee [Ruggiero] 
Teodora Gheorghiu [Angelica]
Modo Antiquo

VIVALDI: Orlando furioso RV819 1714

Federico Maria Sardelli

Naïve are delighted to announce the world premiere recording of 'Orlando Furioso', the 1714 version. It scored a huge
success at the Teatro San Angelo in Venice, where it was directed by none other than Vivaldi and his father. The
manuscript, rediscovered 250 years later in Vivaldi’s personal library, now in Turin, was thought to be a revision of an
existing 'Orlando' of 1713 by Bolognese composer Ristori. However, the musicologists in charge of the numbering of the
works of Vivaldi, Peter Ryom and his successor Federico Maria Sardelli, wondered why Vivaldi should have kept this
music in his personal corpus among all his other scores, and noticed that the manuscript featured many different hands
and numerous pasted-in corrections of the parts. Sardelli observed obvious similarities between the arias of this 'Orlando'
and those of the first two operas of which Vivaldi was the official composer. His intuition was confirmed by the analysis of
Reinhard Strohm, a leading expert on 18th-century opera, and the entire musicological community: this music is definitely
by Vivaldi!
'Orlando furioso' of 1714 now achieves a new lease of life under a catalogue number that has just been assigned to it:
RV 819. Only two acts have survived and Orlando is sung by a baritone, unlike the 1727 version.
The 47th Vivaldi Edition recording and 13th opera, this first recording is performed by an outstanding range of soloists:
Riccardo Novaro, Romina Basso, Roberta Mameli, Delphine Galou and David DQ Lee - don’t miss his breathtaking aria
“Piangero” [Act 2, Sc.5].

News items: 
·         The Observer 
·         Classical Music
·         BBC Music Magazine
·         Early Music Today
Reviewed in: 
·         BBC Music Magazine
·         Gramophone
·         International Record Review
·         The Times/Sunday Times
·         The Guardian
·         Early Music Review
·         Early Music Today
Radio air play: 
·         BBC Radio 3 – CD Review & The Early Music Show
·         Classic FM
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Marie-Nicole Lemieux [Giulio Cesare]
Karina Gauvin [Cleopatra]
Romina Basso [Cornelia]
Emoke Barath [Sesto]
Filippo Mineccia [Tolomeo]
Johannes Weisser [Achilla]
Milena Storti [Nireno]
Gianluca Buratto [Curio]

HANDEL: Giulio Cesare
Giulio Cesare in Egitto, Opera in 3 acts
Marie-Nicole Lemieux
Karina Gauvin 
Il Complesso Barocco / Alan Curtis

Following the much-loved 'Streams of pleasure' album, this is the second recording resulting from the collaboration
between Marie-Nicole Lemieux, Karina Gauvin and Alan Curtis' Complesso Barocco. This studio recording followed a
successful tour in Europe in Autumn 2011 of France, Germany and Austria.
Headed by Marie-Nicole Lemieux and Karina Gauvin in the principal roles, the full vocal cast is amazing: Emöke Barath,
Romina Basso, Johannes Weiser... Once again, Alan Curtis shows why he is considered one of the finest exponents of
Handel's music.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
V5261 Streams of Pleasure
Arias and duets from Belshazzar, Theodora, Alexander Balus, Susanna, Judas Maccabaeus, Joseph and his brethren,
Joshua, Solomon, Alexander Balus, Hercules, Theodora, Belshazzar
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Gordan Nikolitch [violin] 
Grace Davidson [soprano] 
William Gaunt [baritone] 
Tenebrae, Nigel Short
London Symphony Orchestra Chamber
Ensemble

FAURE: Requiem
BACH: Partitas, Chorales & Ciaconna (ed. Thoene)
Tenebrae
Gordan Nikolitch
London Symphony Orchestra Chamber Ensemble

LSO Live is delighted to renew its relationship with the magnificent Tenebrae choir, whose previous recordings on the
label have included Berlioz’ 'L’enfance du Christ' and Handel’s 'Messiah'.
As part of the 2011 City of London Festival, Tenebrae joined an ensemble from the LSO at St Paul’s Cathedral for a
performance of the Fauré Requiem, preceded by a selection of Bach’s Chorales interspersed with Partitas performed by
Gordan Nikolitch, leader of the LSO. The centrepiece of the programme was Helga Thoene’s remarkable arrangement of
Bach’s choral themes with solo violin. The performance was restaged in May 2012 in the sublime acoustic of the Church
of St Giles Cripplegate and recorded by LSO Live.
The Fauré Requiem in D minor exists in three different versions, the John Rutter edition for chamber orchestra being
performed here.
Following an Autumn tour of the USA, Tenebrae will perform a selection of Christmas concerts in December, followed by
another tour of the USA in Spring 2013. Tenebrae sopranos will also feature in performances of 'Alice in Wonderland' at
the Royal Opera House.

"no matter where you sat it was impossible not to be uplifted … Hard to decide who was the most eloquent, [Gordan]
Nikolitch or the tender voices of Tenebrae, conducted by Nigel Short" The Times 
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City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
Andris Nelsons

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 7 in C major 'Leningrad'

City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
Andris Nelsons

Andris Nelsons has been familiar with the Russian and, more especially, the Soviet musical tradition practically since he
began his training as a conductor – after all, he studied in St Petersburg with Alexander Titov and also with Mariss
Jansons. His journey to Shostakovich and the Russian composer’s Seventh Symphony, which he recently conducted to
great acclaim at the BBC Proms with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, is one that makes perfect sense in
this context. Shostakovich’s symphonies continue to be at the mercy of commentators eager to find historical and political
encodings in them, and yet a work like the 'Leningrad' Symphony has a universality for which the term 'war symphony' is
wholly inadequate. The almost idyllic opening of the first movement and the disruption of that mood by the sudden
irruption of a series of timpani rolls, together with the themes associated with a military attack, remain etched in the
memory in spite of the final frenzy bound up with the idea of victory. The tradition of Shostakovich’s great Russian
predecessors, especially Mussorgsky, enabled him to lend his voice to the tormented soul of a nation above and beyond
all ideological divisions. It was passages like these that led to the rapid worldwide dissemination of this work once the
microfilmed score had reached the United States after an adventurous journey via the Middle East. A new chapter in this
exciting performance history of the symphony has now been written by the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
under its music director, Andris Nelsons, with a thrilling reading notable for its musical focus and depth and, not least, for
its contrasts between rhythmic power and lyrical tenderness. The monumentality of Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony
emerges to particularly moving effect in a performance in which garish primary colours are banished in favour of balance.

"Full-blooded, take-no-prisoners playing by the unison strings at the start signalled good things to come; this was a well
thought out performance." Classical Source
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Daniel Müller Schott [cello]
WDR Köln/Jukka-Pekka Saraste

BRITTEN: Cello Symphony, PROKOFIEV Sinfonia Concertante, 

Daniel Müller Schott

Following his recording of Britten’s Cello Suites, Daniel Müller-Schott is now exploring other areas of the repertoire
opened up by the legendary Mstislav Rostropovich. The Symphony for Cello and Orchestra was the first major work after
the Cello Sonata of 1961 that Britten was inspired to compose when an ailing Rostropovich wrote to him to claim that
only “the doctor in Aldeburgh” could bring him “back to life by composing a brilliant cello concerto”. For Daniel
Müller-Schott, who spent a year studying with Rostropovich, it is very much the work’s classical four-movement design
that represents a challenge that is especially rewarding for the listener, with its interplay between chamber-like ensemble
and symphonic rivalry with the orchestra. In the WDR Symphony Orchestra of Cologne under its principal conductor
Jukka-Pekka Saraste, the cellist has found like-minded partners eminently capable of bringing out the clear thematic
structure of the work, including its expressionistic climaxes and its interplay between stasis and motion, all of which are
traced by soloist and orchestra with breathtaking brilliance. The same is true of Prokofiev’s Symphony-Concerto in E
minor for cello and orchestra, a piece that the composer repeatedly revised and which was taken up again by
Rostropovich after Prokofiev’s death and introduced to international audiences. Daniel Müller-Schott follows in his
mentor’s footsteps, demonstrating both his agility and sovereign command of every register of his instrument, mastering
the changes of register and enormously difficult intervals with awesome ease. Particularly captivating is the vast range of
contrasts in all three movements of the piece, which begins by striking a cantabile note reminiscent of the sound world of
Prokofiev’s ballet 'Romeo and Juliet' and ending in a neoclassical set of variations of the final movement, which
culminates in a positively playful dance. So irresistible is the dominant brilliance that one would like to hear both
Prokofiev’s 'Symphony-Concerto' and Britten’s 'Symphony for Cello and Orchestra' performed far more frequently in the
concert hall.
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Christophe Rousset [harpsichord Christian Kroll,
1776]

DUPHLY: Works for harpsichord

Christophe Rousset

La Forqueray, Chaconne en fa, Médée, Allemande en do mineur, Courante la Boucon, Rondeau en do, 
La Millettina, Rondeau la Pothoüin, La Victoire, Rondeau en ré mineur, La Damanzy, La Cazamajor, La Felix, La de
Vatre, Allemande en ré mineur, Courante en ré mineur, Les Grâces, La Vanlo, Rondeau, La Tribolet, 
La du Buq, La D'Héricourt, La de Guyon, La de Drummond, La Lanza, Les Colombes, La de Chamlay

Jacques Duphly was born the year of the death of Louis XIV [1715] and he died the year of the storming of the Bastille
[1789]. His works consist of his four books of harpsichord pieces. Through his teacher Dagincourt he inherited the style
of François Couperin, whose tender expression and ornamentation he adopted. He also fully assimilated the style of
Rameau, who dominated French music in the first half of the 18th century. Although his style changed considerably
between his first book of harpsichord pieces (1744) and his fourth (1768), Duphly epitomised aesthetic expression as it
was at the time of Louis XV (1723-1774). Following the arrival in France of many foreign composers, prompted by Queen
Marie-Antoinette, Duphly was eclipsed and he died in poverty and oblivion.
Duphly was not an innovator; he revolutionised neither style nor technique, nor did he attempt to impose a personality.
As a result he is regarded as a minor composer. Yet he composed splendidly for the harpsichord, exploring all its
registers; he was above all a harpsichordist. 
Through this recording we have attempted to restore the virility of his compositions, the severity of some features, the
sincerity of his gesture, all these greatly inspired by the beautiful Kroll harpsichord, kindly made available to us by its
owner and restorer Marc Ducornet. This instrument, which Duphly could have played, offers both sparkle and depth, two
of the features of music of the second half of the 18th century. 
[from Christophe Rousset's booklet notes]
Christian Kroll was born c.1747 in Soldine (Electorate of Brandenburg). It is very likely that he worked in Lyon with the
famous harpsichord maker Joseph Collesse. In 1776 he made this beautiful double-manual harpsichord, which still has
its original decoration.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AP006 Louis Couperin Suites
“Rousset combines meticulous fingerwork and attention to the music’s intricacies with rhetorical gestures, balletic energy
and a dramatic flair informed by his long experience directing French Baroque opera and ballet.” Instrumental Choice,
BBC Music Magazine, October 2010
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Hercule: Andrew Foster-Williams
Déjanire: Véronique Gens
Hilus: Emiliano Gonzalez Toro
Philoctète: Edwin Crossley-Mercer
Ïole: Julie Fuchs
Dircé: Jaël Azzaretti
La Jalousie, Jupiter: Alain Buet
Junon: Jennifer Borghi
Le Grand Prêtre de Jupiter: Romain Champion

DAUVERGNE: Hercule mourant / Hercules Dying
tragédie lyrique en cinq actes 1761
Les Chantres du Centre de musique baroque de Versailles
Les Talens Lyriques
Christophe Rousset

When Francoeur and Rebel took over as directors of the Académie Royale de Musique (the Paris Opéra) in 1757, they
decided to promote some of the new generation of composers. Among them was Antoine Dauvergne, who appears to
have enjoyed great favour at that time. Indeed, the 1760-61 season ended with his tragédie lyrique Canente, and the
following season was due to open with 'Hercule mourant'. The première had to be postponed, however, because of the
death of the Duke of Burgundy and so did not take place until 3 April 1762. It received 18 performances.
Rather than take up an old libretto, Dauvergne had decided to turn to the promising young poet Jean-François Marmontel
(1723-1799). The latter had already worked with Rameau, but had not yet approached the tragédie lyrique genre. For
'Hercule mourant' Marmontel took inspiration from Sophocles, whose play 'Trachiniae' relates the death of Hercules, but
also from 'Hercule mourant ou la Déjanira', a play also based on Sophocles and written in 1634 by Jean de Rotrou.
As the chronicler for the Mercure de France pointed out, Marmontel extended the scope of French opera: he was ‘the
first to have the courage to bring opera closer, in its subject matter and in the treatment thereof, to the great spectacles of
ancient Greece’; furthermore, he proved beyond all doubt that opera was capable of ‘great tragic resources’. 
The music, however, stirred up heated debate. Two opposing clans formed immediately and gained strength as the
performances progressed. Never had Dauvergne had his skills called into question with such violence. Of course, his
staunch supporters felt that Hercule was in line with his previous operas. ‘We have noted in Dauvergne’s operas, and
especially in Hercule mourant, music that is as skilful, lively and virile as it is ingenious, light and stimulating in his opéra
bouffon Les Troqueurs,’ Apparently later performances were more successful, Dauvergne having ‘altered the work with
much good judgement and taste’. 
Dauvergne’s score marked a milestone in his stylistic development. Indeed, inspired and guided by Marmontel’s libretto,
he clearly aimed to take the genre in a completely new direction whilst at the same time giving one of the last tributes to
the great French tragédie lyrique tradition inherited from Lully.
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Chen Reiss [soprano]
Charles Spencer [piano]

The Nightingale and the Rose – recital 

Chen Reiss 

Chen Reiss’s debut album 'Liaisons' was internationally acclaimed for both the repertoire selection and the sheer
brilliance of the musicianship displayed by Reiss. 
Gramophone magazine called her performances of arias by Haydn, Mozart, Salieri and Cimarosa "standard-setting" and
BBC Music magazine called it "top-drawer".
For her second ONYX CD Chen Reiss and pianist Charles Spencer have assembled a wonderful collection of songs on
the subject of 'The Nightingale and the Rose' – songs that convey the magic of being in love, the heartbreak of love lost,
the memories, the fun, the fantasies all associated with that strange, mysterious, dangerous and all-powerful condition –
love. 
In repertoire that ranges from Purcell to Krenek, Hahn to Meyerbeer and Rimsky-Korsakov, and ends in Berkeley Square
in London, this is a programme tailor-made for Chen Reiss’s remarkable voice and it will seduce you.
Chen Reiss performs extensively throughout Germany and Austria, and makes her UK debut on 1 December in Mahler’s
2nd Symphony with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and Jirí Behlohlávek in London.
She will appear with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra this season, and has leading roles at the Vienna Staatsoper in
Donizetti and Mozart productions. Chen will also perform at the Vatican in a concert of sacred music by Mozart. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ONYX4068 Liaisons
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE OPERA CHOICE [January 2012]
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Wroclaw Philharmonic Choir 
Bob Chilcott [conductor]

The Seeds of Stars: Choral Music by Bob Chilcott

Wroclaw Philharmonic Choir 
Bob Chilcott

The Shepherds Sing, Nova Nova, Heart-in-Waiting, Pilgrim Jesus, Jesus Springing, The Rose in the Middle of Winter,
Lullaby Jesus (Polish carol), The Dove and the Olive leaf, Remember me, Simple Pictures, Happy the Man, Furusato,
Our Father, Seeds of Stars	

Former King's Singer Bob Chilcott conducts a stellar array of his choral music, in a collaborative performance with the
Wroclaw Philharmonic Choir. Described by the Observer as “a contemporary hero of British Choral Music”, Bob Chilcott
works tirelessly as a composer and choral conductor - August 2012 saw the first performance of 'The Angry Planet' in the
BBC Proms at the Royal Albert Hall, and he has recently completed commissions for The Bach Choir, BBC Singers and
National Youth Choir of Great Britain. 

This disc follows two previous collections of Chilcott's music on Signum – all conducted by the composer: Making Waves
(SIGCD142) and Man I Sing (SIGCD100 – featuring the BBC Singers):

" ... you get a sense of the settings having grown organically out of their texts, so attuned is Chilcott to words and their
import …" International Record Review

"Bob Chilcott's music is audience-friendly; no one is better at writing tuneful, rhythmic, fun music, but nevertheless it has
a transient air"
Choir & Organ Magazine
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Hideko Udagawa [violin]
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra/
Alan Buribayev [conductor]

KHACHATURIAN: Concerto-Rhapsody in B flat,
Sonata-Monologue for solo violin
LYAPUNOV: Violin Concerto
Hideko Udagawa 
RPO

Hideko Udagawa returns to disc on Signum with a new album of  Russian Romantic music from Aram Khachaturian and
Sergei Lyapunov. 
The two composers represented here symboliSe two entirely different eras in Russian music – Lyapunov from the end of
the Romanov Empire and Khachaturian from the height of the Soviet Union – yet their works are perhaps more an
expression of continuities, of  perennial concerns for Russian composers, such as the need to integrate folkloric elements
with the demands of sophisticated musical structures for concert performance, and adherence to the great Russian
traditions of violin-playing that go back to the middle of the 19th century. 

Ms. Udagawa is a renowned exponent of the Russian romantic tradition, and this disc follows two previous releases with
Signum: Rachmaninov, Works for Piano and Violin (SIGCD164) and Romantic Novelties for Violin and Orchestra
(SIGCD224). 

“Udagawa's mastery of the Russian Romantic school of violin playing is a tour de force. Her distinctly northern European
style suits this repertoire perfectly." Classic FM Magazine “Presenter’s Choice”, September 2010   	
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Powerplant
Joby Burgess [percussion]

24 Lies Per Second

Powerplant

Chain of Command: Graham Fitkin			
The Boom and The Bap: Matthew Fairclough	
24 Lies Per Second: Max de Wardener			
Im Dorfe: Max de Wardener				
White Ribbon: Max de Wardener				
Piece for Tape (for Percussion): Conlon Nancarrow	
Armed Response Unit: Dominic Murcott		
My Name Is: Steve Reich				
Until My Blood is Pure: Max de Wardener

An exhilarating new album of contemporary music shaped by the collaborative musical collective Powerplant –
comprising percussionist Joby Burgess, sound designer Matthew Fairclough and visual artist Kathy Hinde. 

'24 Lies Per Second' combines works by contemporary British composers – Graham Fitkin, Max de Wardener and
Dominic Murcott – with two pieces by compositional icons Conlon Nancarrow and Steve Reich, featuring the Reich work
'My Name Is' (for audience and tape recorder) which has never before been released commercially. The disc will also be
a CD+, featuring video performances of Burgess and Powerplant. 

This release follows their 2008 release of 'Electric Counterpoint' (SIGCD143), a programme  that fuses Steve Reich's
classic work with techno-classics by Kraftwerk – restyled by Powerplant for performance by Burgess on the xylosynth.
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Burcu Karadag [ney]
Orchestra of Nationaltheater Mannheim/Dan
Ettinger, 
Borusan Istanbul Philharmonic Orchestra/Gürer
Aykal

Fazil SAY: Symphony no.1 op.28 'Istanbul'
Concerto for ney-flute op.39 'Hezarfen'
DVD: Istanbul Symphony, Hezarfen Concerto, Live concerts & documentary
Borusan Istanbul Philharmonic Orchestra
Gürer Aykal

Fazil Say's first symphony, 'Istanbul', is a tribute to the legendary main Turkish city, a bridge between Europe and Asia,
an absolutely exciting universe. Each movement is representative of something unique and specific about the city. Mixing
Occidental music with turkish folkmusic, much of this inspiration appears to have come from places within and around the
city that Say has lived for almost ten years.
This is the third recording of works composed by Fazil Say, following the successful 'Black Earth' [V4954] released in
2003 and '1001 Nights in the Harem' [V5147] released in 2009.

Fazil Say: Naturally, the Istanbul that I have been trying to describe was always a nostalgic, dreamy, vintage Istanbul.
The composer, the work, the ney player, everyone is in search of that Istanbul. And what they want to find, what they
want to ome back to, is the hijaz theme of “Nostalgia” which comes before the F sharp formation at the beginning of our
symphony. And just as the symphony rose through the rustling of the waves of the Sea of Marmara at the very beginning,
and so at the end it will be buried in the waves again with hijaz makam theme.
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Recorded on the Marshall & Wendell Ampico
player pianos from the estate of Conlon
Nancarrow, Paul Sacher Foundation, Basel

Conlon NANCARROW: Late and Unknown works on rolls
recorded from the composer's original player pianos

For Ligeti (1988) 
Three Canons for Ursula (1988)
Study No. 18 (canon 3:4), second version 
Study No. 48 (canon 60:61) (ca. 1977)
Unnumbered Study (canon 3:4:5:6) 
Study No. 46 (ca. 1983) 
Study No. 45d (ca. 1983) 
Study No. 47 (ca. 1983) 

This new CD "Late and Unknown" features numerous first recordings on Nancarrow’s player pianos of pieces either
associated with his late output or previously unknown. The program documents Nancarrow’s practice of turning old rolls
into new works ("For Ligeti", "Study No. 18" second version, "unnumbered canon 3:4:5:6") and his usage of the player
piano as a tool for testing practically everything he wrote ("Three Canons for Ursula"). Included is also the unfamiliar
"Study No. 45d" surrounded by its companions "No. 46" and "No. 47", all former members of the most extensive work
that Nancarrow ever conceived, the so-called "Betty Freeman Suite". Finally, current technology has made possible a
properly coordinated version of the ambitious "Study No. 48c", for two superimposed rolls, heard here for the first time -
in fulfillment of a long-lasting wish from the composer - on one of his own instruments. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WER6907-2 Works for Player Piano [5]
WER6733-2 As Fast as Possible/Rex Lawson
WER6696-2 Quartets & Studies/Arditti Qt
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Mandelring Quartett:
Sebastian Schmidt, 
Nanette Schmidt, 
Roland Glassl, 
Bernhard Schmidt

MENDELSSOHN: Complete Chamber Music for strings • Vol. II
String Quartet in D major, Op. 44 No. 1
String Quartet in E minor, Op. 44 No. 2
String Quartet in F minor, Op. 80

Mandelring Quartett

The second volume of 'Mendelssohn - Complete Chamber Music for Strings', four SACDs in total, is dedicated to
compositions from the last third of the composer’s life. Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy did not compose his six mature
string quartets continuously, but at  certain turning points in his musical life and biography. Whilst in his youth, the study
of Bach and Beethoven was of major importance; later on his encounter with the exceptional violinist Ferdinand David
inspired him, between 1837 and 1839, to compose his three Quartets Op. 44 (numbers 1 & 2 on this SACD). They
document the mature, formally confident Mendelssohn summing up his instrumental oeuvre: virtuoso composition
(especially for David’s violin playing), full of colours and formal stimuli, and of romantic attitude.
Just under a decade later, a completely different Mendelssohn appears in the territory of the string quartet, historically
dominated by the mature works of Beethoven. Mendelssohn’s Quartet in F minor, Op. 80, seems to be more of an outcry
than a cultivated piece of chamber music, triggered by the death of his beloved sister Fanny in May 1847. Mendelssohn,
completely devastated by her death, almost lost the ability to compose but mastered the crisis by finding a new tonal
language, raw and highly charged, hitherto unknown to him. Tragically, Mendelssohn could not develop this course, and
one and a half months after completing his quartet, the 38-year-old suffered a deadly stroke at the beginning of
November, 1847.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDITE92656 Mendelssohn Vol. 1
IRR OUTSTANDING July/Aug 2012

AUDITE92545 Janacek String Quartets
TOP CHOICE, BUILDING A LIBRARY RADIO 3: 29th September 2012
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Hans-Eberhard Roß [Goll Organ of St. Martin,
Memmingen]

VIERNE: Complete Organ Symphonies 1 
Symphony No. 1 in D minor, Op. 14 (1899)
Symphony No. 2 in E minor, Op. 20
Hans-Eberhard Roß

To commemorate the 75th anniversary of Louis Vierne‘s death, the present recording marks the beginning of Audite‘s
3-part complete recording of the composer‘s 6 Organ Symphonies with organist Hans-Eberhard Roß. Recorded at the
Goll organ of St. Martin in Memmingen, the recording is characterised by the warm, soft and widely mensurated sound of
the organ. Its sound creates unobtrusive power and fullness, making a symphonic effect in the church interior of St.
Martin and yet always remaining clear. The polyphonic structures of the works become distinct and the transparency of
sound permits fresher tempi than usual – neither of which can normally be taken for granted with recordings of Vierne.
The French composer, organist and instrumental pedagogue Louis Victor Jules Vierne was extremely talented and
ambitious, but nearly blind. His reaction to virtuoso organ playing, such as that of César Franck, was characterised by
bliss and suffering, joy and fear. He studied in Paris with Charles-Marie Widor, who had founded the genre of the organ
symphony. In 1894 Vierne, at the age of only 23, was allowed to represent his teacher in two functions, so that a future
full of hope lay before him: at the organ console of the Church of Saint-Sulpice in Paris and in Widor‘s organ class at the
Conservatory. But Vierne felt destined for higher things: in 1899 and 1903 he composed the first two (of a total of six)
Organ Symphonies that were to lend the genre an unprecedented richness of timbres, mysticism and cyclic architecture.
It is with these two works, written during comparatively happy years, that the Audite cycle begins. It will continue with
Organ Symphonies 3 and 4, which were written when their creator was established as organist of Notre-Dame – as well
as Nos. 5 and 6, when Vierne enjoyed international successes whilst his life became increasingly tragic.
Hans-Eberhard Roß is Director of Church Music in Memmingen. He has already made an internationally successful
recording for Audite of the complete organ works of César Franck.
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Prazak Quartet:
Pavel Hula, Vlastimil Holek [violins]
Josef Kluson [viola]
Michal Kanka [cello]

HAYDN: String Quartets Op.71

Prazak Quartet

Haydn conceived these three first London quartets specifically for public performances, in the large hall of Hannover
Square where the draper-violinist-impresario Johann Peter Salomon used to organise chamber and orchestral concerts.
In this way, this trilogy requires a resolutely symphonic style in order to attain completeness, which is no problem for  the
Prazaks following their recent recording of Haydn's 'Seven Last Words of our Saviour on the Cross' (DSD250291).

« The recording is first-rate, vividly present yet natually balanced. »
Robin Stowell, The Strad, June 2012
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Prazak Quartet: 
Pavel Hula, Vlastimil Holek [violins]
Josef Kluson [viola]
Michal Kanka [cello]
Lukas Klansky [piano]
Pavel Nejtek [double bass]

GLINKA: Gran Sestetto Originale, Divertimento Brillante
TCHAIKOVSKY: String Quartet Op. 11
Prazak Quartet

Welcome to a rare dalliance with the chamber music of Glinka, the pioneer of patriotic Russian opera including 'Ivan
Susanin' (A Life for the Tsar, 1839) then 'Ruslan & Ludmila' (1842), he was the first Russian composer to gain wide
recognition within his own country, and is often regarded as the father of Russian classical music.  
The mighty Prazaks pay tribute to the foreunner of Rossini and also play Tchaikovsky's 1871 Op. 11 designed for
chamber orchestra rather than for the 16 strings of a quartet. 
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Teresa Berganza [mezzo-soprano]
Clara Haskil [piano]
Concerts Lamoureux/Igor Markevitch
[conductor]
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande/Ernest
Ansermet [conductor]

De FALLA: La vida breve: Interlude & dance 
El sombrero de tres picos
Noches en los jardines de España

Clara Haskil
Teresa Berganza
Igor Markevitch
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Ernest Ansermet

An anthology of Manuel de Falla's masterpieces, in which he invented modern Spanish music and revived songs,
rhythms and dances out of an Andalusia both legendary yet still alive. 
A tribute to some legendary performers, approaching their centenaries, such as Clara Haskil, Igor Markevitch and Ernest
Ansermet, who made these pieces immortal or taught their intricacies to artists such as Teresa Berganza… Incunabula !
 
Recorded 1960-1961 
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Sviatoslav Richter [piano]

CHOPIN: Ballades Op.23, 38, 47 & 62. Etudes Op.10 & 25
Nocturnes Op. 62 & 72. Polonaise- Fantaisie Op.61
Sviatoslav Richter

"Chopin’s works were a trigger. I was totally moved listening to my father playing the Notturno No.5  and I choose music
for life [and not painting]"

As early as 1948 Richter recorded a Polonaise Op.25 No.1, and in 1950 the Ballade No.2 Op.38, few Studies… An
avowed enemy of 'completism' the present programme is a fabulous example of his choices, excluding the famous
Funeral Sonata, Walzes or First Piano Concerto…, leaving these to Gilels: ‘far better than me' in his opinion!

Recorded  July 15-20, 1988 (1-7,12-14), October 18, 1972 (8-10) February 21, 1960 (8-11), 
© Consists of previously released material by CDM 1993.from PR254056, 254060 (P) 1995
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Aldo Ciccolini [piano]

MOZART: Sonata K332, Fantasy in C Minor K475
Sonata in C Minor K457 
CLEMENTI: Sonata Op.34 No. 2 
Aldo Ciccolini

Though Aldo Ciccolini has always held Clementi's Sonata Op.34 No. 2 close to his heart, he had never recorded it
before. 
"One shouldn’t be impatient in life, certain things demand a gestation period. I'm not impatient to play something, I need
the time to find myself ", says Aldo Ciccolini. 
More than just a CD, this new recording is testimony to the art of a living legend. Now 87 years of age, the master's
source of wonder and appetite for music remain intact. This follows a first and highly-praised recording devoted to Mozart
(LDV03). 
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Wolfram Schmitt-Leonardy [piano]

CHOPIN: 24 Preludes Op. 28, Piano Sonata No. 2

Wolfram Schmitt-Leonardy

German pianist Wolfram Schmitt-Leonardy is one of the leading pianists of his generation. His concert activities and CD
recordings mark him as an extremely intelligent musician with his heart in the right place, his immense technical powers
almost being taken for granted. His CDs of Brahms, Schumann and Rachmaninov have won him 5 star reviews all over
the world: “astonishing and exquisite listening” (Fono Forum), “Electrifying passion and clarity” (Piano News),  “dazzling
brilliance and interpretative sophistication”(American Record Guide), “Coup de Coeur”(Piano Magazine). His Chopin
interpretations on this new recording breathe an air of improvisation, vision and imagination. Listening to the Preludes
evokes a  synaesthetic experience: the sounds, views and smells of Mallorca (where they were composed) merge into a
feeling of beauty, bliss and melancholy…
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Alexander Ghindin [piano]

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka, 
RACHMANINOV: Morceaux de fantaisie Op. 3 
TCHAIKOVSKY: Grande Sonate Op. 37
Alexander Ghindin

A full-blooded Russian programme played by one of Russia’s foremost pianists, Alexander Ghindin. Stravinsky’s
burleske of the tragic puppet Pétrouchka, a display of dazzling virtuosity and imagination, Rachmaninov’s passionate and
wistful tone poems, and the grand scope and bravura of Tchaikovsky’s Piano Sonata.  
Alexander Ghindin has won prizes in International competitions including: Queen Elizabeth (2nd prize), Cleveland Piano
Competition (1st prize). He plays all over the world with distinguished orchestras and conductors (Slatkin, Inbal,
Spivakov, Ashkenazy, KitaenkO, Fedoseyev, Simonov).
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Waldemar: Daniel Kirch
Tove: Jennifer Wilson
Wood Dove: Daniela Denschlag
Peasant: Alexander Tsymbalyuk
Klaus the Jester: Niklas Björling Rygert
Speaker: Itay Tiran
Prague Philharmonic Choir 
Gary Bertini Israeli Choir

SCHOENBERG: Gurrelieder 
Verklärte Nacht
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
Zubin Mehta

"In another show stopping event, Zubin Mehta gave an incandescent rendering of Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder with the
IPO.  In addition to his prowess as an operatic conductor, Mehta excels in the repertoire of Mahler, Stravinsky,
Shostakovich, Schoenberg and the Second Viennese School.  He clearly feels a great affinity for Gurrelieder, which he
has conducted previously with the IPO and, as I recollect, it was the last work he conducted as he concluded his 13 year
tenure with the New York Philharmonic". 
Dr. Irving Spitz
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WAGNER: Götterdämmerung, Konwitschny 1959

Wolfgang Windgassen [Siegfried]
Hermann Uhde [Gunther]
Gottlob Frick [Hagen]
Otakar Kraus [Alberich]
Astrid Varnay [Brünnhilde]
Amy Shuard [Gutrune]
Ursula Boese [Waltraute]

The Covent Garden Orchestra & Opera Chorus / Franz Konwitschny, London 02/10/1959

Very good sound, first release on any format. The last installment of this fabulous Ring cycle:

WLCD0370 Siegfried
WLCD0316 Die Walküre
WLCD0334 Das Rheingold
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Gordon Ferries [guitars, lute and theorbo]

La Royalle: Music for French Kings & Courtiers

Gordon Ferries

Gordon Ferries’ fifth solo disc for Delphian spans two centuries of music for kings and courtiers. Performing on four
instruments matched to the periods in question, and captured in sumptuous recorded sound, Ferries takes in the
chansons and elegant counterpoint of 16th-century France’s cultivated humanist courts and the exquisite melancholy and
refined dance forms from the private chambers of Louis XIV’s Versailles, and investigates the place of guitar music at the
heart of the decadence, sexual intrigue and Baroque splendour of Charles II’s Restoration court.

"A master of musical subtlety" International Record Review, April 2009
"sensitively and lovingly played" Lute News, January 2011
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Graindelavoix
Björn Schmelzer

Ossuaires
Office for Elizabeth of Hungary by Pierre de Cambrai
Villard de Honnecourt: Métier, memories and travels of a 13th-century cathedral
builder, Vol. 1

01 Antifona: Gaudeat Hungaria
02 Responsorium: Sub Conrado Dei viro
03 Responsorium: Ante Dies exitus
04 Responsorium: Cui nec apex
05 Responsorium: Tante signa glorie
06 Un chant renvoisie / Decantatur
07 Volek syrolm thudothlon

The first in a trilogy of recordings exploring religious, social and political discourses around 13th-century music sees
Björn Schmelzer and Graindelavoix set off on a journey across Europe, reflecting on the medieval working world of the
artist Villard de Honnecourt, who was responsible for a collection (still in existence) of drawings made in  connection with
the new Gothic cathedrals then being built. The travels of Villard took him from Cambrai to Vaucelles and Reims, and
then across Germany, Switzerland and Hungary. In this first volume, 'Ossuaires' (ossuaries being receptacles for holy
relics), the lines of this journey unite medieval Northern France and Hungary: musical treasures performed here
concentrate on an Office for Saint Elizabeth by Pierre de Cambrai and Volek syrolm thudothlon (an example of an early
Hungarian poem being set to music from France).
The characteristic and imaginative approach of Björn Schmelzer, along with his Graindelavoix singers, stands back from
preconceived notions of how such medieval music may have been sung, and aligns itself instead more with the working
practices of artists such as Villard de Honnecourt (examples of the draughtsman’s work are included in the CD booklet),
medieval and modern artists embellishing and improvising, combining and recycling their materials from a practical
perspective.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GCDP32104 La Magadelene 
“full-throated polyphonic treasure from beginning to end.”
Simon Heighes, International Record Review, September 2009

GCDP32105 Cecus 
“Every so often, a disc comes along which simply blows your socks off.  ‘Cecus’ is just such a disc.”
Mark Pullinger, International Record Review, March 2011
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Ensemble Aurora
Enrico Gatti [maestro di concerto]

CORELLI: 12 Sonate à tre Op. IV (Rome 1694)

Ensemble Aurora
Enrico Gatti

The appointment in 1689 of Pietro Ottoboni as Cardinal of San Lorenzo in Damaso marked the beginning of one of the
most splendid epochs of patronage of the arts in Rome. A passionate lover of music, Ottoboni gave his protection to
numerous musicians: Handel, Pasquini, Scarlatti and Caldara all at some point worked at the cardinal’s court. A few
months after his election, Ottoboni took into his service the famous violinist Arcangelo Corelli, who was employed not
only as first violin and leader of the instrumental music, but also given complete control over the sumptuous musical
events. It was his Op. 4, the final collection of trio sonatas, that Corelli presented in 1694 as the expression of gratitude
for the protection he had received from Cardinal Ottoboni. This set of twelve sonatas constituted the culmination of a
symmetrical production that alternated collections of church (Op. 1 and 3) and chamber sonatas (Op. 2 and 4) and
helped to establish Corelli’s music as models in the definition of these two genres.
In a recording made in June 2012 in Solomeo, Umbria, Enrico Gatti infuses these works with particular elegance and
lightness; his Ensemble Aurora creating a reading of the highest order, which any admirer of the best of Baroque Italian
music will wish to return to, again and again. 
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Simone Eckert [treble viol]
Hamburger Ratsmusik

Le dessus de viole
Music for treble viol from 18th century Paris
Simone Eckert

CD1: Louis HEUDELINNE (before 1680 - after 1705): Livre premier (1701) Suites 1-3
CD2: Charles Henri BLAINVILLE (1711 - c1771): Premier livre de sonates pour le dessus de viole
Sonata IV in B minor, Sonata II in G major, Sonata V in A major, Sonata VI in G major,
Sonata I in D major, Sonata III in F major

18th century codes of morality in France banned women, for reasons of 'propriety', from playing most instruments
because physical posture clashed with decency, according to a contemporary source. The treble viol, which because of
its small size is not held between the knees but is played (with closed legs) on the lap, was one of the exceptions. The
dessus de viole or the pardessus de viole, pitched a fourth higher, is rarely heard as a solo instrument, but the treble viol
only gained in importance towards the end of the 18th century.
Viola da gamba player Simone Eckert devotes this double CD to two important French composers for the instrument. 
Louis Heudelinne was a contemporary of Marin Marais, but unlike the latter did not gain any foothold in the Versailles
court of Louis XIV. His Livre Premier (1701) stands out featuring double stopping, arpeggios and extremely dexterous
runs. exhausting the possibilities of the treble viol.
Charles Henri Blainville, who made his name as the author of theoretical writings, was not celebrated or successful  at
court either. In the heated debate over French or Italian style he neglected to give a preference, and so his Sonates pour
le Dessus de Viole, which appeared c. 1750, reflect both influences.
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Leila Schayegh [baroque violin]
Jörg Halubek [harpsichord]

Leclair & his Rivals

Leila Schayegh
Jörg Halubek

Jean-Marie LECLAIR: Sonate no XII, sol majeur, à violon seul 
Louis-Gabriel GUILLEMAIN: Sonate no IV, la majeur, à violon seul 
Jean-Baptiste CARDONNE: Sonata IIIe en mi mineur
Jean-Pierre GUIGNON: Sonata a violino solo é basso op I no 9, do mineur
Jacques DUPHLY: Pièces de Clavecin (1756)

From today’s perspective Jean-Marie Leclair (1697-1764) was the most important violinist of the 18th-century in France.
His influence on music and the violin was so great that he is even described as the founder of the French violin school. In
1733 Leclair’s success finally led to a position at the court of Louis XV as an “ordinaire de la musique du roy”. For the
king, however, it was not enough to take only one outstanding violinist into his orchestra, but shortly afterwards he
engaged Jean-Pierre Guignon (1702-1774) and later Louis-Gabriel Guillemain (1705-1770), also evenly matched rivals,
which led to a violent long-standing power struggle. This rivalry is stimulating, and there emerged from the court of Louis
XV an exciting repertoire of French violin music, which is worth rediscovering today. With the Baroque violinist Leila
Schayegh and her accompanist Jörg Halubek this journey of discovery has been made with top-class performers -
Schayegh's last CD of sonatas by Franz Benda won the Diapason d'or in 2012.
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Arsys Bourgogne
Pierre Cao

Christmas Songs Around the World

Arsys Bourgogne
Pierre Cao

The magic of Christmas sung in French, English, German, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian, Latin by a French leading choir.
Ever since its creation in 1999, Arsys Bourgogne has developed a unique project highlighting six centuries of vocal
repertoire. Conducted by the Luxembourg native Pierre Cao, the choir is now considered to be among the best in
Europe. Using a flexible formation, ranging up to 32 singers, Arsys explores all choral repertoire, both a cappella and
accompanied, from early music, Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, through Romantic and 20th century music to that of
the present day.

1. A merry Christmas arr. Arthur Warrell
2. Il est né, le divin enfant arr. William Llewellyn
3. Stille nacht Gruber (1818) arr. Eusebius Mandyczewski (1857)
4. In dulci jubilo Michael Praetorius
5. Ninna-Nanna a Gesu bambino D. Lavinio Virgili
6. Jingle Bells arr. Goldon Langford
7. Noël des Rois harm. Romain Didier
8. Entre le boeuf et l’âne gris arr. Thierry Escaich
9. Les anges dans nos campagnes arr. Peter Schubert
10. Go, tell it on the mountain K. Scott Warren
11. White Christmas arr. Derrich Johnson
12. Hodie Christus natus est William Mathias
13. Tebe pojem Mokranjac
14. El noi de la mare Ernest Cervera
15. En belen tocan a fuego Ernest Cervera
16. O little town of Bethlehem arr. Grayston Ives
17. Susanni Richard Rodney Bennet
18. Deck the hall arr. David Willcocks
19. Noël Provençal Jean Bouvard
20 Es ist ein Reis entsprungen Michael Praetorius
21. Weihnachten Felix Mendelssohn
22. Süsser die Glocken nie klingen arr. Karsten Gundermann
23. Santa Claus is comin’ to town arr. Denis Johnson
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Ulmer Brass Ensemble
Collegium tubicense Ulm
Holzbläser & Kammerorchester
Simon Dach

Instrumental music for Advent & Christmas 
Instrumentalmusik Zur Weihnachtszeit

Übers Gebirg Maria geht, Es kommt ein Schiff geladen, Nun komm der Heiden Heiland, Und unser lieben Frauen, Maria
durch ein Dornwald ging, Macht hoch die Tür, Symphonie de Noël, Canzone La Feliciana, Canzone La Spirata, Der
Heiland ist geboren, Pastorale, Canzon II, Canzone La Organistina Bella in Echo, Als ich bei meinen Schafen wacht,
Pifa, Es kam ein Engel hell und klar, Tochter Zion, Kommet,
ihr Hirten, Weihnachtspastorale, Josef, lieber Josef mein, Ich steh an deiner Krippen hier, Chanson Plus oultre, Chanson
Io sum tuo servo,  Pastorale, Ein Kind gebor’n zu Bethlehem, Huldigung der Morgenländer, Wie schön leuchtet der
Morgenstern, Concerto in e minor, Lobt Gott, ihr Christen

There is probably no other time in Christian life when music plays a larger role than in the Advent and Christmas season.
During these days, the message conveyed by this music shines far into the secular sphere. Many people are drawn by
musical performances ranging from children's Christmas carols in kindergarten to major oratorios in the concert hall.
Radio broadcasts are full of the sounds of Christmas and there is also more music made than usual in the family circle.
Brass music sounding from city hall balconies and church steeples is beloved not only at Christmas fairs. And not least of
all, it is the sound of stringed and woodwind instruments which move people at this time. The music of the Advent and
Christmas season is thus diverse. On this recording we have attempted to present the numerous shadings of this diverse
concert in the form of an angel's concert as it appears on countless Christmas pictures. In cases in which the music
draws upon Christmas carols, we have arranged the themes in a chronological order corresponding to that of the Bible -
in particular, as told in the Gospel according to St. Luke
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Edward H. Tarr [trumpet]
Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra
János Rolla [direction]

Trumpet Concertos
HAYDN: Concerto in E flat, HUMMEL: Concerto a Tromba principale in E
NERUDA: Concerto à Corno primo in E flat
KREUTZER: Variation in G major for cromatic trumpet
MILLARES: Fantasia para la Tromba in A flat 
Edward H. Tarr

The period after 1750 meant a crisis for the high brass instruments, trumpet and horn. To be sure, the art of playing
higher and higher on a simple or 'natural' brass instrument had reached its apogee, but the compositional style had
changed. Owing to a new bourgeois idea of society, the trumpet fell out of favour, since it represented the old courtly
culture. Felix Weingartner wrote of an anticipatory longing for reform which was in the air at that time. The final reform
was brought about by full chromatifica-tion of trumpets and horns resulting from the invention of the valve (just before
1815). On the pathway to this final reform, however, the most intellectual brows were furrowed over the most efficient
means of making brass instruments chromatic. The works on this disc represent three steps on this pathway: the
explosive expansion of the frontiers of high-register playing by employing the 5th octave of the harmonic series, which
had remained more or less unused, from high C upwards, around 1770 (Neruda); the Viennese court trumpeter Anton
Weidinger's successful introduction of the keyed trumpet around 1800 (Haydn, Hummel); and finally the establishment of
the 'Romantic' trumpet in low F or G with valves after c. 1828 (Kreutzer, Millares). On this disc, the works by Neruda,
Haydn and Hummel are performed on modern instruments (although the horn employed in the Neruda concerto was built
over 100 years ago). The 'Romantic' trumpet used in the works by Kreutzer and Millares is pitched in low D and E flat,
respectively.
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Marie Nishiyama [Renaissance harp]
Rafael Bonavita [Renaissance lute & guitar]

The Queenes Good Night  
English Renaissance Music for Harp & Lute

The reign of Elizabeth Tudor (1558-1603) brought with it a period of splendour for England, within which the lute
experienced its moment of glory. In paintings from this time convivial scenes featuring performers of harp and lute are
often depicted. 
Well known melodies of the epoch, as well as harmonic sequences such as Bergamasca, Ruggiero, Callinoe, Conde
Claros and various Dumps were used by performers when they gathered to improvise together. Sometimes the music
was dedicated to a well known personality of the court such as was surely the case with 'The Queenes Good Night',
inspiring sweet dreams for Elizabeth.
For this recording Marie Nishiyama and Rafael Bonavita have mixed the colours of harp and lute, the characteristics of
each instrument to create a dialogue of sound between the two. A dialogue that goes – as does this repertoire – beyond
epochs and styles.
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Liturgy Of The Coptic Orthodox Church 
Christmas & Holy Week
Kathedralchor Kairo

CD 1: Christmas (Hiteni efschi, Scherii, E parcenus, Pe gen mici, A pen chois, Agios o theos, Alleluja, O seio aphschai,
Pi hib emi, Hiteni eprisvija, Aphini naf, Alleluja ismu e efnoti, Ge ephis maro ot Amen
Alleluja)
CD 2: Holy Week (Sok teti gom, Ke eperto, Chen efran in tetrias, O Monogenis Golgatha)

The Copts are the indigenous Christians of Egypt and direct descendants of the ancient Egyptians. The word 'Copt' itself
is derived from the Greek 'Aigyptos', and these 'Egyptians' are frequently referred to as the modern sons of the Pharaos.
St Mark apostle and evangelist was the founder of the Coptic Church and the first of an unbroken succession of 117
popes and patriarchs. When, in the year 68 AD, Mark was martyred in Alexandria, Anianos had already become bishop
and the young church, then 26 years old, was already well organised.
Today serving solely liturgical purposes, the Coptic language has evolved out of the ancient Egyptian tongue, which
dates back to the time of the Pharaohs. Musicological research shows that not only does the Coptic Church practise the
oldest Christian form of music, it also possesses the oldest school of music in the world. By virtue of the
conservative character of the Coptic Church, its tradition has been handed down orally from generation to generation by
priests and cantors in wholly or only slightly changed form, so that its music has remained intact. Not until well into the
20th century was Coptic music notated. In 1927 a devout and wealthy Copt invited the noted English musicologist Ernest
Newland Smith (Oxford University&#894; Royal Academy, London) to come to Egypt, to listen to the singers of the
Coptic Church and to set their melodies down in notation for the first time in history.
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Stimmwerck

Weynacht Gesaenge - Christmas Songs
Advent and Christmas in Renaissance and early Baroque
Stimmwerck

Der Morgenstern ist aufhgedrungen, Es ist ein Ros entsprungen, Joseph, lieber Joseph mein, Resonet in laudibus, Als
der gütige Gott, Fit porta Christi pervia, Gaude, gaude laetare, Indulci jubilo, Mit Ernst, o Menschenkinder, Nun komm der
Heyden Heyland, Gregorianische Antiphonen (O Adonai O clavis David,  O Emmanuel, O Oriens, O Radix Jesse,  O rex
gentium, O Sapientia) Vom Himmel hoch...

The vocal ensemble Stimmwerck, supported by harp, lute and organ – has, with some scholarship, compiled a
programme of music for Advent and Christmas from the time of the Reformation. Starting with the Gregorian chant of the
Catholic liturgy, the so-called "O Antiphons", which were sung to the Magnificat in the last days of Advent, and elaborate
Latin motets, it presents the development of Protestant German song as set by Michael Praetorius, Samuel Scheidt and
Johann Hermann Schein. Here are to be found old friends, the almost folksong-like next to wonderful  treasures, which
are produced  for the first time with the crystal clear and beautiful vocal sound, which one is used to from Stimmwerck.
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Trumpet Ensemble Joachim Schäfer

Jeremiah CLARKE: Suite of Ayres for the Theatre 
HANDEL: Messiah for 8 trumpets - Overture, Rejoice, The trumpet shall sound,
Cantabile, Hallelujah
Trumpet Ensemble Joachim Schäfer

Dresden trumpeter Joachim Schäfer has picked out a special treat for us in his latest CD. With Jeremiah Clarke's 'Suite
of Ayres for the Theatre' (which contains the 'Trumpet Tune', one of the most famous trumpet pieces ever), and excerpts
from Handel's 'Messiah', he has chosen two of the most famous English works.
Especially for his trumpet ensemble, Joachim Schäfer has spectacularly arranged these works for eight trumpets in two
choirs, with timpani and chamber ensemble, and included them in a recording guaranteed to make the heart of the
trumpet fan beat faster!
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